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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

There has been much research on the importance of high-interest reading for
English Language Learners (ELLs) and Native Speakers (NSs) alike (Cho and Krashen,
2001; Lipp and Wheeler, 1991). Reading increases vocabulary acquisition, reading
comprehension, grammar, writing skills, and has been thought to build bottom-up and
top-down reading skills for ELLs (Lipp and Wheeler 1991). An adolescent’s motivation
for reading is grounded in their personal interests and contexts. It is their reading
interests, or reading preferences, that guide them to acquire information and knowledge
from various fictional and informational texts (Hussain and Munshi, 2011).
Motivation and engagement to read are key factors that determine the amount of
time an adolescent spends on reading, and are consequently paramount to the amount of
information a student comprehends. Unfortunately, regardless of being struggling or
proficient readers, adolescents’ motivation and attitude towards reading often decreases
as they progress in high school (Meltzer and Hamann 2004).
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) programs, or programs that set aside a time
within the hours of the school day for students to select texts and read independently,
have proven successful in schools to engage adolescent students in reading (Cho and
Krashen, 2001). SSR programs are successful because students have choices in the books
they read, and are given time to read them. The primary factors for adolescents in
choosing books that motivate and engage them are reading comprehensibility and
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relevance to their lives (Meltzer and Hamann 2006). Similarly, ELLs are motivated and
engaged in reading books that are culturally relevant (Ferger, 2006).
For ELLs, it has been widely agreed that reading successfully is organized into
linguistic comprehension and word decoding. Difficulty in either of these components
culminates in poor reading comprehension. A lack of understanding of word meanings or
sentence syntax will interfere with the meaning of a piece of text (Mancilla-Martinez, J.,
Kieffer M., Biancarosa, G. Christodoulou, J., and Snow, C. 1990.). Without meaning and
context, one could predict that the reader will be unmotivated or disengaged from the
reading process.
I would like to write a book that engages and is comprehensible to adolescent
ELLs living in urban areas because of my experiences as a teacher in New York City and
my interest in the power of reading. It is my belief that there are not enough books that
are accessible, and appeal to the reading preferences and reading comprehension of
adolescent intermediate ELLs. In order to make my authoring efforts more fruitful for
readers, it would behoove me to understand content and type of text would appeal to of a
group of adolescent ELLs living in New York City before I begin drafting. Therefore,
this study asks the question: What type of content and text would be used in writing a
book that would engage and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York
City to read independently? I will attempt to answer this question by interviewing of a
group of Hispanic ELLs residing in, and attending a public high school in, New York
City.
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Background of the Researcher
Teaching literacy to mainstream adolescents in a Title I middle school in New
York City has opened my eyes to the challenges teachers and students face in urban
public schools. Many students show little to no interest in academic achievement, but are
invested in peer relationships and the shared values of growing up in low-income
neighborhoods. Students who show interest in reading and learning, participate in
classroom activities, and do well on assessments are sometimes reproached by the shared
values of the larger group in these communities. As a teacher in a school such as this,
maintaining discipline in the classroom is paramount to being able to deliver lessons and
create a positive and safe classroom environment.
However, as a literacy teacher in a low socio-economic status (SES) middle
school, I have witnessed the most detached student become wholly engaged in reading a
book during SSR period. This act was socially accepted and respected by the larger group
as long as the content of the book was socially and culturally relevant to the values shared
by the larger group. I came to discover first hand that books that motivated and interested
the most removed student included topics that were closely related to the interests and
problems that they faced in their daily lives. Books from authors such as Sharon Flake,
Sharon Draper, and Walter Dean Myers captured the reading interest and engagement of
students in my classroom. Tough choices, family, relationships, trust, violence, and peer
pressure were some of the topics that engaged these hard to reach learners to read
independently inside and outside of school. If the larger group accepted the topic and
author of the book, it became acceptable for students to be engaged in reading it.
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As a mainstream literacy teacher in a school with an ELL population, I also
witnessed at times how the shared values of the larger NS group negatively influenced
the attitudes of ELLs in the school. I observed the optimistic attitudes and interests
toward reading and learning of newly arrived ELLs in the school to begin to shift. The
positive to negative academic shift of these ELLs became more evident through the
course of a few years. This made me think of how important it is to have books written in
English that would engage ELLs and would be socially accepted by the larger NS group.
I thought of Hey Hmong Girl, Wassup? The Journal of Choua Vang and how
author Leah Rempel was able to fuse culturally relevant issues that surround first and
second-generation immigrants to the United States. I thought the book was an excellent
way to engage ELLs in reading by making it culturally relevant to the first culture, as
well as addressing the issues and problems of assimilating to the second culture as an
adolescent. Although this book includes topics that would engage an ESL student to read
independently, it may be written with vocabulary and sentence syntax that might be
difficult for some intermediate ELLs to comprehend.
Guiding Questions
Would a book written using simplified words and syntax with content that reflects
the life of an adolescent urban ELL engage them to read independently? Why are there
not more books written for adolescent intermediate ELLs that meet their reading
preferences? What books are available for recently arrived adolescent ELLs whose
attitudes about reading and learning may be at risk at a Title I urban school? After a
search for books that confront these issues, I found few available. Given the research
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about the importance of developing reading habits, and motivation for adolescent NS and
ELLs to read independently, why are there so few intermediate leveled books written for
ELLs that are comprehensible, culturally relevant, and address the issues and challenges
surrounding a student’s daily life? This brings about my research question: What type of
content and text would be used in writing a book that would engage and motivate an
intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York City to read independently?
Relevance of the Research
This question is important for ELLs and their families because searching for
answers would provide insights and information to create more books that would
motivate and engage “at risk” urban ELLs to read independently. Students would benefit
through the accessibility of the books, and their families would benefit knowing that their
children are learning language skills, developing comprehension skills, vocabulary, and
founding a life-long appreciation of reading in English.
It has been proposed that ELLs are unmotivated to read in English because they
find it too difficult or boring. It is thought that the reasons stem from ELLs’ previous
reading experiences, which are heavily linked to textbooks that teach them
communication skills and help them pass English language proficiency tests (Cho and
Krashen, 2001). In another study, researchers claim that academically orientated ELLs
are more interested in reading non-fiction news texts in English (Lipp and Wheeler,
1991). Answering my research question would provide me with valuable information to
provide other genres of reading material (fiction, realistic fiction, memoir) for ELLs that
is written in English and connected to their lives.
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The research that will be conducted in this survey would also be of interest to
ESL teachers and the field at large. A book written from the information gathered from
this research could be used in read-alouds or guided reading and literature circles to
promote small group discussions and analysis of literature. Meaningful activities and
writing exercises could evolve in ESL classrooms as a result of the students’ connections
to the text. A book written from the research gathered from this research question would
provide ELLs with independent reading in the classroom, and contribute to the field by
increasing the limited number of books that are comprehensible and personally and
culturally relevant for students.
Summary
Although research has stated the importance of motivation and engagement in
reading books that are comprehensible and personally and culturally linked to adolescent
ELLs’ lives, there is a need for more books to be written for intermediate ELLs.
Therefore, I have asked the question: What type of content and text would be used in
writing a book that would engage and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in
New York City to read independently? In this study, I will gather information on the
values, thoughts on reading in English and Spanish, suggestions of what would make an
engaging book, feedback on a piece of text that is published and is personally and
culturally relevant, and feedback on a modified version of the same text that may more
adequately meet the vocabulary, sentence syntax, and text formatting needs of this
demographic.
Chapter Overview
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In this chapter I have presented my research topic by providing the purpose,
significance, and need for this study. My experiences that led me to this research
question, the context, and relevance of the research were explained. In the next chapter, I
will provide a review of literature that is relevant to reading success for adolescents and
adolescent ELLs. Chapter two addresses questions such as: How does low SES affect
academic achievement in ELLs? What are some factors that affect reading for
adolescents and adolescent ELLs? What types of published texts do adolescents and
ELLs prefer to read? In chapter three, I will identify my research plan, and rationale for
conducting the research, including: setting, participants, research instruments, and data
analysis technique. Chapter four documents the results of the research question. Patterns
are identified, which are parallel to the methods and procedures stated in the previous
chapter. The final chapter identifies major learning as it relates to the literature review.
Implications and limitations to this study are considered, as well as recommendations for
future research. A plan is presented for how the results will be used by the researcher.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

What type of content and text would be used in writing a book that would engage
and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York City to read
independently? This question is relevant to previous research on reading interests and
motivation, and low socio-economic status in ELLs. In this chapter, I will discuss some
potential factors for low literacy skills for ELLs, research on motivation and engagement
in reading for adolescents, adolescent reading interests for NSs, the positive effects of
reading culturally relevant texts for ELLs, and how sheltered instruction through
modified texts can increase comprehensibility for ELLs.
Factors that Affect Reading Motivation for ELLs
Low Social Economic Status (SES) and Minorities
Low academic performance in students has long been linked to low economic
status (American Psychological Association, 2012). A parallel can be drawn between low
SES and position as an ethnic minority. In A Framework for Understanding Poverty,
Ruby Payne states that ethnic minorities are overwhelmingly represented as people of
low SES (Falstrum, 2010). The U.S. Census Bureau in the 2011 Statistical Abstract states
that in 2008, 34.4% of African American children lived in poverty, 30.3% of Hispanic
children, and 15.3 % of White children, while 79% of Americans were living in urban
areas with 29.9% of the population being foreign born (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011).
This data suggests that a large number of ELLs attending urban schools belong to
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a low SES group. Although there are ELLs who do not come from low SES families,
many students in bilingual and ESL classrooms come from groups that are marginalized
by low SES and racial or ethnic discrimination (Falstrum, 2010). The effect of living in
impoverished areas leads to the challenges of meeting the many needs of these ethnically
diverse groups. The resulting stressors of living in poverty, including crime,
unemployment, racism, no healthcare, and poor housing, affect a student’s mental and
physical health which can result in anxiety, hypertension, fear, and depression (Hughes,
Newkirk, and Stenhjem, 2010). Because a majority of ELLs have a greater chance of
coming from a low SES, they are more likely to acquire low literacy and academic skills.
It becomes evident that becoming proficient in reading and comprehending English, a
thread that unifies all courses of study for ELLs, is a critical component in their academic
success.
As ELLs engage in the public school system, they are faced with having to learn
content from a language that is not their first. This places them at an immediate academic
disadvantage from their NS peers. ESL and bilingual models have been instituted in
schools over the past few decades to help raise academic achievement in ELLs (Center
for Applied Linguistics, 2012). However, the gap continues to grow for Hispanics as
second-language reading instruction widely focuses on isolated skills and reading
fundamentals rather than authentic reading materials that are connected to their lives. As
a result, ELLs can become disengaged with the learning process (Colombo, 2002).
Reading Engagement and Motivation
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Using Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) programs in schools where students choose
books independently to read based on their personal interests has shown to be beneficial
to increasing engagement and motivation in independent reading inside and outside of
school with a lasting effect on reading practices (Cho & Krashen, 2001). SSR programs
work because they offer a block of time for students to read a book of their own choice
and interest in school. Improved reading comprehension and vocabulary growth relating
to the amount of time spent reading has been shown for NS and ELLs using SSR
programs. Positive attitudes about reading have also been the result (Chow and Chou,
2000). In studies carried out by Cho and Krashen, reading interest and frequency, as well
as English language development, were reported in adult ELLs who were provided with
interesting, easy-to-read books (2001).
Studies have shown positive results in reading when using SSR programs with
ELLs. Providing a greater variety of books for ELLs to choose from to read
independently in SSR programs would increase their interest in reading and vocabulary
gains. Studies by Pilgreen & Krashen (1993), Petrimoulx (1988), and Anarha (1985)
showed that ELLs were more engaged in outside reading and reading for pleasure,
showed greater reading and vocabulary gains, and had greater attitudes of reading and
reading achievement given time to read texts of their preference independently (Chow
and Chou, 2000). Despite these findings, studies have shown that motivation and
engagement in reading tends to decrease as adolescent students develop into their high
school years (Meltzer and Hamann, 2005).
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Regarding motivation to read for adolescents, two goal orientations have been
developed: mastery orientation and performance orientation. Mastery orientation is seen
to be more intrinsic, where the individual strives to improve their understanding through
new challenges. Performance orientation is generally seen as more extrinsic, where the
individual strives to have a praiseworthy evaluation from another (Meltzer and Hamann,
2005). As mastery orientation motivation tends to foster more long-term engagement in
learning, it is central that enjoyment in reading is fostered in adolescents through mastery
orientation motivation.
Motivation for adolescents to read is dependent upon several variables.
Text, (structure, vocabulary, print size, font, discourse, genre) reader (word recognition,
vocabulary, background knowledge, reading strategies, inference-making), and context
(environment, purpose, social relations, cultural norms, relationships, school climate,
families, peer groups) integrate to provide comprehension, which motivates or demotivates students in the face of reading challenges (Moje, 2006). Studies by O’ Brian,
(1998) suggest that when students have choices about what they read, they show
increases in their reading engagement, motivation, and perceptions about themselves as
readers. This is achieved through accessing their personal interests and backgrounds, and
giving them the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding through flexible learning
tasks.
Engaged readers comprehend texts because they have the skills to decode and
make meaning of words, and because they are motivated to engage in reading; thus
reading and motivation are closely connected (Meltzer and Hamann, 2005, O’ Brian,
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1998). Self-efficacy is also a factor when considering motivation in adolescents. The
more confident the student is in his or her ability as a reader, the more that student will be
motivated in reading a piece of text. This idea is also pertinent when considering
adolescents' literacy motivation to learn in core subject-area classes (e.g. mathematics,
the sciences, social studies, and literature) (Alvermann, 2001). Therefore, motivation,
engagement, and self-efficacy are critical for the development of academic and
independent reading for adolescents (Meltzer and Hamann, 2005). If students can engage
in a piece of text and they are motivated to read it, they will read; similarly, if the text
seems to be beyond their ability or they have no reason to read it, they will not read.
Thus, it is important to have books that not only have engaging subject matter, but is
comprehensible as well.
Another important factor relevant to reading engagement is that students can build
on background knowledge and make personal connections to texts. (Meltzer and
Hamann, 2005). A students’ personal interest in reading is the most important factor in
the reading process (Hughes-Hassell and Lutz, 2006). In a study conducted by HughesHassell and Lutz on the habits and attitudes of urban middle school students toward
leisure reading, 58% of students in the study replied that they wanted to read about
“People and characters like me” and 47% of them replied that they wanted to read about
“People my age who have done some cool or amazing things”. In response to why
students like to read, 55% said, “I get attached to the characters I’m reading about”, and
57% of girls and 44% of students said that they like to read about “People or characters
my age wrestling with tough issues, like drug abuse or crime” (2006). Elley and
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Mangubhai (1983) also stress the importance of high interest reading for ELLs. They
state that second language learning is normally planned, restricted, gradual and artificial
with limited exposure. Providing ELLs with books that they are motivated and engaged
to read will benefit their acquisition of the target language (Chow and Chou, 2000).
Background knowledge of what students bring to their core subject area classes is
also a factor in reading motivation and engagement. A student’s effectiveness in
academic literacy is dependent upon literacy skills and knowledge base of the student.
Providing texts that connect to their prior experiences and use various forms of text
(print, visual, oral) helps toward effective core content instruction (Alvermann, 2001).
Reading Engagement and Motivation for ELLs
These theories of motivation in reading development apply to ELLs as well as
NSs. In a similar action research study, Ferger (2006) employed an instructional plan that
was used with Hispanic high school ELLs to engage students in reading by introducing
culturally relevant literature and integrating comprehension strategies. The effect of the
plan was successful as students’ reading engagement increased, and as a result they began
to think critically about the texts through writing, discussion, and projects.
Ferger states that students in her class did not place a high value on reading due to
circumstances such as parents working late hours, taking care of family responsibilities,
and having to work a job while going to school. These demands and responsibilities are
also commonplace for the urban adolescent of low SES. Ferger’s action research plan
came about when she noticed her students’ lack of engagement in literacy. Prior to
engaging students in culturally relevant literature, she had used textbooks written for
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ELLs, which focused on grammar and became useless once students could participate in
classroom discussions and assignments (Ferger, 2006). The results of this research
indicate that culturally relevant literature is pivotal to increasing reading motivation and
engagement in adolescent ELL students. We can thus hypothesize that providing more
culturally relevant literature for Hispanic Puerto Ricans would increase motivation and
engagement in reading.
Conclusions can be drawn from this research that ELL urban adolescent students
become intrinsically motivated and engaged in reading books that are culturally relevant,
build on their background knowledge and experiences, and are connected to issues
surrounding their lives. Therefore, providing books for Hispanic ELLs that deal with
acculturation issues in New York City at a level they could read and comprehend would
likely capture their interest and increase their motivation to read. However, there are few
books that attempt to meet the reading needs of these students.
The aim of the present study is to add more specific research to the field that
would give information for writing a book that would engage and motivate Hispanic New
York City adolescent intermediate ELLs to read independently. To reach this end, I will
gather information on values and reading interests in English and Spanish, suggestions of
what would make an engaging book, feedback on a piece of text that is published and is
personally and culturally relevant, and feedback on a modified version of this text that
may more adequately meet the vocabulary, sentence syntax, and text formatting needs of
this population. This research would not be generalizable, but it would provide in-depth
information for writing a book that would engage and motivate these students to read.
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Sheltered Instruction and Modifying Texts for ELLs
Sheltered instruction has been used by teachers and schools to close the gap
between ELLs and NSs on national and state proficiency standards. Sheltered instruction
is the integration of language with strategies to make curricular topics more
comprehensible for ELLs. The content teacher carries out this type of instruction. This
differs from content-based ESL (English as a Second Language) instruction, where the
focus is on learning the language and is carried out by the language specialist. The
Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) is a model of instruction that provides
a system of using best practices for teaching academic English and improving student
achievement. The SIOP model integrates content concepts and academic language with
the four modalities of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Techniques are used to
make content accessible to students; techniques are also aligned to state proficiency
standards. (Short, D., Fidelman, C., and Loguit, M., 2012.)
This information is useful when modifying texts for ELL comprehension. The
SIOP model includes 30 features of instruction, grouped into eight components: Lesson
Preparation, Building Background, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction,
Practice and Application, Lesson Delivery, and Review and Assessment. These
components provide scaffolding for ELLs to comprehend, learn, and complete academic
tasks. For the purposes of this study, the component of Comprehensible Input will be
addressed through text modification for better comprehensibility for ELLs. (Short, D.,
Fidelman, C., and Loguit, M., 2012.)
The complexity of sentence structure, using visuals, highlighting vocabulary, and
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providing higher order questions should also be considered when modifying text for
comprehensible input. The reader will not be able to comprehend the text if it is too
difficult for them. Oversimplifying the complexity of language is a modification that
limits exposure to varied sentence constructions and language forms (Echevarria, J. and
Vogt, M., 2010). Using visual objects such as illustrations, charts, and graphs is another
way to adapt texts to make them more comprehensible for ELLs.
Providing explicit and contextualized vocabulary in texts for ELLs is a way to
provide comprehensible input in reading. Modifying texts that highlight vocabulary
within meaningful contexts can benefit ELLs. Including as much context as possible with
pictures or illustrations with academic vocabulary can increase comprehension.
Vocabulary selection should be purposeful as to not to highlight too many words and
overwhelm the reader. Including higher order questions that stimulate the reader’s
thinking about the content can increase the reader’s comprehensibility and provide
opportunities to demonstrate their learning (Echevarria, J. and Vogt, M., 2010).
Short, D. (as cited in Sedivy, L., 2002) states the steps to take when modifying
text for ELLs:
1. Consider Student’s Proficiency Levels
A review of the possible ways information could be presented is dependent upon the
proficiency levels of students. For instance, whether chats and graphs, illustrations, or
simplified prose should be included.
2.

Build on Student’s Prior Knowledge

Try to understand and adapt to the student’s background and prior experiences. For
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example, consider whether or not the student is a refugee, whether they have had any
formal schooling or what the values of their first culture are.
3. Highlight Specific Text
This includes reducing the amount of text by emphasizing key points and eliminating
extraneous information. Using special fonts, such as bold face, italics, and underline can
draw attention to main idea and important details.
4. Control new vocabulary
Snow, Met, & Genesee state (as cited in Sedivy, L., 2002) that obligatory language, or
the language needed for students to understand and communicate about a text, must be
maintained so that important concepts remain intact. Therefore, vocabulary can be
simplified, but key vocabulary should be explained and enforced.
5. Simplify Grammar; i.e.,
•

Use present, past, and future simple verb tenses.

•

Simplify word order by eliminating clauses and using a subject-verbobject format.

•

Use an active voice.

•

Limit the use of pronouns and relative clauses.

•

Repeat the subject noun to increase comprehension.

•

Use verb + NOT form of negation rather than contractions or other forms
of negation.

6. Structure Paragraphs Carefully
This step recommends placing topic sentences first; followed by vocabulary to express
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sequencing, (e.g., first, last) cause and effect, (e.g., because, so) and contrast words (but)
transferred from the original text.
I will use the guidelines suggested by Short to modify two pages of a published
text that is personally and culturally relevant to adolescent Hispanic intermediate ELLs
living in New York City. It is my hypothesis that a piece of literature that is connected
personally and culturally to the reader’s life, and is modified to the reader’s
comprehensibility, will engage and motivate them to want to read independently.
Summary
My research question is: What type of content and text would be used in writing a
book that would engage and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York
City to read independently? Through this study, I hope to learn more about the attitudes
and interests of Hispanic ELLs living in New York City. I want to know what interests
them and what they can comprehend so that I can write a book that they would be
motivated and engaged to read independently.
Research in the Literature Review has shown that intrinsic reading motivation
comes from reading choice, self-efficacy, comprehension, background knowledge and
experiences connected to the life of the reader. For ELL students, an added factor of
cultural relevance motivates readers. Sheltered instruction highlights the importance of
comprehensible input for students, which can be achieved through modifications of text.
Proficiency levels, prior knowledge, highlighted text, controlled vocabulary, simplified
grammar, and structured paragraphs should be considered when modifying a text. The
following chapter describes the methodology I will use to answer my research question.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This study was designed to gather information on reading interests of adolescent
Hispanic ELLs living in New York City. It is my desire to write a piece of fictional text
that would motivate this population of student to read independently. I hope the results of
this research will give me information to write an intermediate leveled fictional book that
would engage and motivate adolescent ELLs to read independently. In this study I
wanted to know: What type of content and text would be used in writing a book that
would engage and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York City to
read independently?
This qualitative study will rely on focus group interviews to collect the insights of
the participants. The primary data collection will be on the discussions of the participants
on their values, reading interests in English and Spanish, suggestions on what they would
like to read, and feedback on a published piece of ext that is personally and culturally
relevant, and modified piece of the same text.
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter includes a description of the methodologies used in this study. The
qualitative paradigm is presented, as well as the rational and reasons for the
methodologies used. The participants are discussed, and the data collection and analysis
protocols are explained.
Qualitative Research Paradigm
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Qualitative research is appropriate for collecting the attitudes and interests of a
group of people, as it is focused on the “discovery, insight, and understanding from the
perspective of those being studied” (Merriam, 1998). Data can be captured through indepth interviews, direct observation, and written documents using such methods as
participant observation, direct observation, case studies, as well as structured, semistructured, and unstructured interviews. Ethnography, phenomenology, field research,
and grounded theory are common approaches for thinking about and conducting
qualitative research. (Trochim, 2006). These methodologies share the commonality of the
researcher using a strategy to collect data about the views of the participants of a study in
their natural settings, analyzing the data, and providing a rich description of what can be
learned from the experience. (Merriam, 1998). This study includes semi-structured, indepth interviews in the form of researcher-led focus group discussions.
Data Collection
Semi-structured and Unstructured Interviewing
This research is in depth because it involves, “conducting intensive individual
interviews with a small number of respondents to explore their perspectives on a
particular idea, program, or situation” (Boyce & Neale, 2006). Semi-structured interviews
use questions the researcher has pre-designed and written, using them as a guide, while
still having the flexibility to deviate from them or probe for more information.
Unstructured interviews are even more conversational and even less limited by the
researcher’s notions on the topic being researched. Semi-structured and unstructured
interviews require much skill on the part of the researcher as the primary interviewer to
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draw participants out to express themselves in a natural, authentic way, while not saying
what they think the researcher wants to hear (Mackey and Glass, 2005).
Focus Groups
Using a focus group with in-depth semi-structured interviewing is a natural data
collection technique in this study because it encourages conversation among participants
and allows them to build on ideas they may not of thought of in a one-to-one interview. It
provides a rich, authentic, and personal account of students’ interests, experiences, and
feedback. It is also a good data collection tool for people with low literacy, such as
children or language learners. The responses of each participant are not independent,
however, and the moderator needs to be careful not to let a few of the participants
dominate the session (Dunn, Tory, 2012).
Data Collection Procedures
Recruitment Process
The participants in this study were 15 and 16 year old Hispanic adolescent
beginning, intermediate, and advanced female ELLs living in, and attending Manhattan
International High School (M459) in New York City. Participants for this study were
selected based on their Spring 2012 New York State English as a Second Language
Achievement Test (NYSESLAT) assessment, and teacher placement. As mandated by the
New York City Institutional Review Board (NYC IRB) for conducting research with
New York City public school students, I created a recruitment flyer and posted it
throughout the school, and awaited participants to contact me. Once the participants
contacted me, I arranged for a time and place for us to meet for an information session.
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When considering the significance of this research, I felt that it was important to recruit
Hispanic ELLs. Hispanics make up almost one third of New York City’s population
between the ages of 16 and 24. Puerto Ricans represent 26 percent, Dominicans represent
29 percent, and Mexicans represent 13 percent of that group. Eleven percent of Hispanics
in New York City are not enrolled in school or are looking for employment, and 30% are
living below the poverty line; the largest margin of any ethnic group in New York City
(Dolnick, 2010). As a result of these findings, I selected Hispanic ELLs for this research
because the results of this research could be used to benefit a large percentage of New
York City ELL adolescent students.
Location and Setting
I obtained consent from the NYC IRB to conduct research in the New York City
public school system with students. I then obtained a letter of invitation from the
principal of Manhattan International High School in district 2, a school that qualified as a
Title I school that served new immigrants. I invited students that contacted me, and met
the subject selection criteria, to an information session. Subject selection criteria
included:
•

Male or female students

•

Students with a Hispanic culture

•

Students with a first language of Spanish

•

Students ages 15 to 21

•

Students with a free or reduced lunch rate

•

Intermediate ELL level students
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•

Students who attended New York City public schools for less than two years
The background information of the participants who participated in this study can

be viewed in Table 1. The names of the participants have been changed to protect their
identities.
Table 1

Background Information of Research Participants
Name

Ag
e

Gende
r

First
Country

First
Languag
e

Previous
Schoolin
g

Time
Learnin
g
English

Spring
2012
English
Total
NYSESLA
T
Scores
Advanced

Amarilis

16

Female

Dominica
n
Republic

Spanish

10 years

5 months

Nickayl
a

15

Female

Dominica
n
Republic

Spanish

10 years

1 year, 8
months

Intermediate

Leta

16

Female

Dominica
n
Republic

Spanish

10 years

I year, 8
months

Beginning

Doming
a

16

Female

Ecuador

Spanish

10 years

1 year, 1
month

Intermediate

I facilitated two focus group sessions in the school building. Participants in this
study engaged in discussions on: session one, values and reading interests in English and
Spanish, and suggestions of what they would include in a book that would engage and
motivate them and their peers to read independently in English; and session two,
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feedback on a published piece of literature written in English that is personally and
culturally relevant to them, and feedback on a modified version of the same text. Focus
group discussions were audio taped for analysis. The goal of the first session was to get
students relaxed and talking about what was important to them, how reading in English or
Spanish is incorporated therein, and what they would include in book that would engage
them and their friends to read independently.
Session One - Discussion Questions
•

If you won 100,000,000 in the lottery, how would you spend the money?

•

With all of that money, what types of books, magazines or newspapers would you
buy?

•

Would you rather buy the texts in English or Spanish?

•

What do you read in English?

•

If you were going to write a book for you and your classmates, how would you
make it enjoyable to read?
When the discussion ended, participants were asked to come back two days later

to read a couple of pages from When I Was Puerto Rican by Esmeralda Santiago; a
memoir about an adolescent Puerto Rican female who moved to New York City to live
with her mother, and then a modified version of the same text using the steps covered in
the previous chapter. During the next session, the participants read silently and
independently, and were asked to discuss the following questions:
Session Two – Published Text Discussion Questions
•

Did you enjoy reading this text? Why or why not?
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•

What else do you remember from the text?

•

Would you choose to read this book independently outside of school?
After the discussion, the researcher gave the participants a modified version of the

same text incorporating the steps covered in the previous chapter. Important original
vocabulary was highlighted in vocabulary side notes, sentences structures were
simplified, format and font style and size were modified, and illustrations were added to
the text. Participants were then asked to comment on the following questions:
Session Two – Modified Text Discussion Questions
•

How was this reading different from the first reading?

•

What did you understand differently?

•

Would you choose to read the modified version or the original version of this text
independently?
Using qualitative research methods through interview focus group discussions, I

gathered information and gained insights on what current topics urban adolescent
Hispanic ELLs living in New York City were interested and engaged by. Through this
research, I also provided information on how modifying a text through simplifying
grammar, controlling and highlighting new vocabulary, using larger fonts and informal
styles, and adding illustrations can increase comprehensibility and engage and motivate
adolescent ELLs to read independently.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Caulde (2004) states that “qualitative analysis means making sense of relevant
data gathered from sources such as interviews, on site observations, and documents and
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then responsibly presenting what the data reveal.” The challenging part of this process
was converting the raw data to data that revealed something about the topic being
studied. To do this, I analyzed the content of the narrative data that was collected in the
focus group interviews through content analysis. This included rereading the
observational notes taken during the questioning, and listening to the audio recording
several times.
I identified the following key questions that I wanted my analysis to answer:
(a) What are the participant's values?
(b) What are their attitudes about reading in English and Spanish?
(c) What types of texts engage them?
(d) What suggestions do they have?
The analysis continued by grouping the participant’s responses to the interview
questions. Thus, the data was organized and further analyzed for consistencies and
differences. The data was then ready to be categorized into coherent categories to
represent the predictions of the responses from the researcher and the actual responses of
the participants for each session. Tables 2 through 4 show the interview questions for
both focus group sessions, and the category labels for participant responses.
Table 2

Session One: Questions and Categories
Questions

Categories

If you won 100,000,000 in the lottery, how
would you spend the money?
With all of that money, what types of
books, magazines or newspapers would
you buy?

Friends, Family, House, Party, Clothes,
Cars, Community, Charity
Fiction Texts, Non-Fiction Texts,
Magazines, Newspapers, Spanish Texts,
English texts
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Would you rather buy the texts in English
or Spanish?

English Texts, Spanish Texts

What do you read in English?

Popular Fiction, Classic Fiction, NonFiction, Newspapers, Internet Pages,
Classroom Texts, Comic Books,
Advertisements
Culturally Relevant, Urban Themes,
Adolescent Challenges, Acculturation
Issues, Relationships, Family Issues, Large
Print, Illustrations

If you were going to write a book for you
and your classmates, how would you make
it enjoyable to read?

Table 3

Session Two: Published Text Questions and Categories
Questions

Categories

Did you enjoy reading this text? Why or
why not?

No, Yes, Too Dense, No Personal
Connection, Difficult To Understand,
Difficult Vocabulary, Identification With
Narrator, Uncomfortable Situation
Accurate Recall From Text, Inaccurate
Recall From Text
Yes, No

What else do you remember from the text?
Would you choose to read this book
independently outside of school?

Table 4

Session Two: Modified Text Questions and Categories
Questions

Categories

How was this reading different from the
first reading?

Easier To Understand, Enjoyable To Read,
Helpful Illustrations, Vocabulary Side
Marks, Less Dense, Larger Print, Not
Intimidating, Informal Font
Group Dynamics, Narrators Situation,
Narrators Thoughts, Vocabulary
Original Version, Modified Version

What did you understand differently?
Would you choose to independently read
the modified version or the original version
of this text?
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I pre-designed the categories based on how I felt the participants would respond,
and what previous reading research suggested. However, the categories were amended, as
some of the participant’s responses to the interview questions did not fit into a particular
category. Therefore, I allowed a new categories or subcategories to emerge from the data.
I included the individual responses to each interview questions by the participants’ name,
and attached the category to the individual participant’s responses.
Table 5 shows an example of the categorizing of one open-ended question form
the focus group interview. The chart shows all participant responses, participant names,
and category for each comment. When the table is filled out, the data is organized by
category to identify patterns, which brings meaning to the responses. Participants may
have more than one response, and therefore, may fit more than one category.
Table 5

Responses to the Question: If you won 100,000,000 in the lottery,
how would you spend the money?
Participant Name

Participant Response

Category

The categories that appeared more frequently were considered more important to
the participants, and themes were identified that explain the data. While interpreting the
data, the identified themes emerged from the findings of the research, and answered the
question: What type of content and text would be used in writing a book that would
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engage and motivate an intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York City to read
independently?
Summary
This chapter included a description of the methodologies used in this study. The
qualitative pardigms were presented, along with the rational for the methodologies used.
The participants and the reason for their inclusion were discussed, and data collection
tools and data analysis protocols were explained.
The next chapter presents the results of the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to gather information on reading interests of
adolescent Hispanic ELLs living in New York City. My question was: What type of
content and text would be used in writing a book that would engage and motivate an
intermediate Hispanic ELL living in New York City to read independently?
In this chapter, I present the themes that emerged through the focus group
discussion with the participants. As mentioned in chapter three, the focus group
participants were between the ages of 15 and 21, were of Hispanic descent, and had been
learning English literacy in New York City for two years or fewer. This chapter is
organized into four sections: values, attitudes and interests about reading in English,
response to published text, and response to modified text. The data from interviews are
presented accordingly.
Values
The question, “If you won 100,000,000 in the lottery, how would you spend the
money?” was asked to the participants to serve two purposes: one, to provide an easy
question that would allow the participants to relax and take pleasure in answering; and
two, to gather information on what they valued in their lives. The participants
overwhelmingly replied that they would use the money to help their families, whether it
be helping them out financially, providing legal passage to live in this country, or paying
back what has been given to them. Table 6 shows the participants, their responses to the
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question, and the categories related to what they value. Passage Of Family to the United
States will be added to the categories for this question.
Table 6

Responses to the Question: If you won 100,000,000 in the lottery,
how would you spend the money?
Participant
Name
Dominga

Nickayla

Leta

Amarilis

Participant’s Response

Categories

First I want to buy a house for my mom because we are
so poor. Because my mom, she is like my hero and I
want to be happy to my mom … I want to buy a big
house in Italy because my mom wants that. I only want
to buy it because that’s what she wants.
First of all I would bring my mom to this country
because she really wants to come, and for my brothers
so they can learn English because they are young and
so I can buy them a house so they can live here and
have more opportunities. I would be happy because my
mom’s poor too.
First I would get my family. My mother and my
brother. Because when my mother stays here she has
papers and she goes to my country because she doesn’t
have papers. And I help with this problem. And I
would help my father also because he lives here. But he
works and I would have the house and the food and the
meals, you know?
If I would have the money I would return back all of
the money my father give me all the years I live, and I
would return all that my parents give to me.

Family

Family,
Passage Of
Family

Family,
Passage Of
Family

Family

Conjointly, the participants further discussed how they would take care of the less
fortunate people of all ages in their first countries; from senior citizen care to education
for young people. Table 4 shows the relevant participant’s responses and categories.
Charity For First Country, will also be added to the category label for this question.
Table 7
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Responses to the Question: With all of that money, what types of
books, magazines or newspapers would you buy?
Participant
Name
Dominga

Participant’s Response

Categories

I can help poor people.

Charity

Nickayla

In my country I would help people because in my
country there is a lot of poor people. I would help
them and I would help my whole family if I can. And I
can help me too.
I would help people in nursing homes that have no
money because I feel bad for them and I want to help
them but I don’t know how but I would help them too.
For the children too. Because in my country there is a
lot of children who don’t have parents and are just in
the street doing whatever.
And I would give money to the school in my country
so there could be better education. So that the people
in my country could study better and have good
teachers, and get a good education.

Charity,
Charity For
First Country

Leta

Amarilis

Charity,
Charity For
First Country

Charity For
First Country

Attitudes and Interests About Reading in English
The participant’s responses to the question, “With all of that money, what types of
books, magazines, or newspapers, would you buy?” was reflective of contemporary
popular culture in The United States as witnessed by Table 8 below. Popular Fiction will
be added to the categories for this question.
Table 8

Responses to the Question: With all of that money what types of
books, magazines, newspapers, would you buy?
Participant
Name
Dominga
Nickayla

Participant’s Response

Categories

Oh, you know what I like, that new movie with the
vampires, I would love to read a book about that.
I would buy the Hunger Games; you know this book.
I want to read that book because everybody on the
train has that book so I want to know what it’s about.

Fiction Texts,
Popular Fiction
Fiction Texts,
Popular Fiction
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Amarilis

I buy magazines because they have pictures that I can
understand.

Magazines

Upon asking whether the books they would buy would be written in English or
Spanish, participants had conflicting ideas about what would be the best for them as seen
in Table 9. Some thought that English would be better because they were learning
English and that’s what they should be developing skills for, while others thought
comprehension would be better in Spanish. The former group stated that they would use a
dictionary, a computer, or ask someone with more developed academic literacy skills if
they needed help with comprehension.
Table 9

Would you rather buy the texts in English or Spanish?
Participant
Name
Dominga

Nickayla

Leta

Participant’s Response

Categories

Spanish. Both. Because I don’t understand English
very well so I don’t understand everything so I read it
in Spanish. That can help me. Let’s say that you don’t
know Spanish and you read a book in Spanish and you
don’t know what’s going on in the book? For me, it’s
better in Spanish.
English. For us it’s better English because we are
learning English. It’s better to read and write in
English for us. I know that your mother said the same
thing that I’m saying. If we know Spanish, we don’t
need to read Spanish. When I buy a book in English
and Spanish and try to read in English and I don’t
understand then I try to read in Spanish I get confused.
So I would just rather read it in English. If we know
Spanish, we don’t need to read Spanish. I read more
English than Spanish now. I don’t read Spanish.
I think English because it’s better. Because in Spanish
and English because it’s confusing. So for me it’s
better in English. Everything English. I don’t know
everything. Dictionary, translation, something. I say
that I need to read English because I need to lean
English. When people need to learn Spanish, read in

Spanish Texts

English Texts

English Texts
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Spanish, talk in Spanish.
I feel it’s more important to read in English now than
Spanish. If there is a word that I don’t understand, I
will use my dictionary. Also something else that helps
me understand English is a person who can help you
like my sister. I will use the computer, the internet
sometimes.

English Texts

Because the question, “With all of that money what types of books, magazines,
newspapers, would you buy?” was difficult for the participants to elaborate on, and the
discussion of reading in English or Spanish got them talking, the question, “What do you
read in English?” was asked. Table 10 shows participants’ responses, which vary from
textbooks and literature read in school, to reading facebook, posters and comic books
outside of school. Advertisements will be added to the category label for this question.
Table 10

What do you read in English?
Participant
Name
Dominga

Nickayla

Leta

Participant’s Response

Categories

Now in my English class we finished reading the
Classroom
Odyssey by Homer. We can learn about the last life
Texts
like the Trojan war. Like that. Books are important to
read, but The Odyssey was so boring.
I read the textbook in school because I have to read. Advertisements,
But now when I see a banner poster on the train. I
Classroom
read all of it. And I read in my house when I’m
Texts
talking to my friends. Because they speak English and
understand Spanish. And I read in my church English.
I like to read textbooks. I like to read science
textbooks because I like how the words describe the
pictures, but I don’t like history textbooks. Sometimes
when there is too many words on one page I say oh
my god it is too much I can’t read that. And it
confuses me.
In the computers, I put the music, and I have to share Internet Pages,
the words and I read the words to the music like
Classroom texts
karaoke. And I read the poem. I put the facebook and
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the people … different people put the status. And
after the words I translation. I like to read History
books because I summer school I read about the
womens can do what the mans can do.
I read comic books. Books that have comics because
there are pictures and things and I understand more. I
like to read posters because there is too much words
in English in some books. They have too many words
and I can’t understand. Also because it is attractive.
Too much text is too much. When I read a text I don’t
understand I color the words I know and I circle the
words that I don’t know so that I can understand the
text better.

Comic Books,
Advertisements

To conclude session one, insights about what would make an engaging book to
read for them and their peers were asked of the participants. Responses reflected that they
would write a text reflecting their challenges as an adolescent immigrant. The category
labels Realistic and Format will be added to this category label for this question.
Table 11

If you were going to write a book for you and your classmates,
how would you make a book that you and your friends would like?
Participant
Name
Dominga

Nickayla

Leta

Participant’s Response

Categories

You listen to our ideas and put it into a book and I can
listen to my friend’s ideas and put it into a book. For
me I like to read about what is true about the past life
for example, you are poor and your wife dies and you
write a book and its true, I like to read a book like that.
True life.
Well for a teenager’s life it’s so difficult. We see our
lives as difficult, but adults do not. But like when you
don’t live with your father and then you came to this
country and live with your father it is difficult. I would
tell my story. Because I know a lot of teenagers pass
through the same things I pass through. So I would
write something else to help them understand.

Realistic

I read a book about two sisters and one had a diary,
like that. Like a diary.

Adolescent
Challenges,
Acculturation
Issues

Format
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I would write a book that would appeal to the age. For
example, I am a teenager, and so I wouldn’t write a
history book. I would want to write something that
other teenagers would like.

Adolescent
Challenges

Feedback from the Published Text
During the second focus group session, the participants were asked to read a
couple of pages from Esmeralda Santiago’s When I Was Puerto Rican, and discuss their
reaction. Following the discussion, participants were asked to read a modified version of
the same piece of text using the steps suggested by Short, and discuss their reaction.
Before the first reading, participants were told that the pages they would be reading were
from a memoir of a Puerto Rican girl, and her experiences moving to live in New York
City with her mother. Participants were informed that the pages that they were about to
read depicted the narrator’s reaction to the different social groups she experienced in her
new high school in Brooklyn, New York, and questioned how she fit into that dynamic.
The pages were copied verbatim from the published text, and copied to the same font and
size as found in the original text. Participants were asked to read silently, and pencils and
highlighters were given if they desired to mark up the text for better comprehension. The
text as given to the participants is found in Appendix A.
After each student finished reading the text, questions from Table 12 through 14
were asked in succession. Responses from the first question show an overall interest and
positive response to the reading, and a basic overall comprehension of the text. The
category label for Truthful will be added to the category label for this question.
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Table 12

Responses to the Question: Did you enjoy reading this text? Why
or why not?
Participant
Name
Nickayla

Leta

Amarilis

Participant’s Response

Categories

Because it happens to me too. Because when I came
here I didn’t know where to go. And in my country too
also because in my country I suffered so much when I
was in middle school because nobody wanted to be
with me so I didn’t know where to go. Yea. I love this
story. I want to read the whole book.
I think it’s the same of my sister. When she go to the
bathroom the girls is smoking is that fire. You know.
It’s different than girls you know because the girls
dress like a boy. And I like the book because it says
the truth.
I liked it, but I didn’t like how she felt. I considered it
interesting how it is related to us and many teenagers
who passed through the same things because she was
having relations with the people who were here and
she saw other people and their actings and it was
uncomfortable for her.

Yes,
Identification
With Narrator

Yes,
Identification
With Narrator

Yes,
Identification
With Narrator

Participants were asked to recall significant events or characters from the book to
test comprehension of specific details. Responses showed some specific details
remembered from the text, some accurate, some not, and some continued answers from
the first question.
Table 13

What else do you remember from the text?
Participant
Name
Nickayla

Participant’s Response

Categories

And I remember that they hate Puerto Ricans. That’s
why they don’t say that they are Puerto Ricans. And I
remember that she said two teenagers were kissing and
hanging out in the hallway. It was interesting.
Sometimes when I read books I don’t understand
them. I don’t know what they’re talking about.

Accurate
Recall From
Text,
Inaccurate
Recall From
Text
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Because sometimes it’s hard to understand. But this
text I understand because it happens to me and I know
how she feel and I have more connections to the text.
And yea. I really like this text.
And she go to the grandparents for the vacation. Yea.
They said hand in hand. It was interesting. Because
she goes to the new school and she no have friends
like not one friend like she talking to her.

Leta

Amarilis

That she didn’t feel protected. That many teenagers
have knives. Weapons. But it was so interesting
because I can understand her and her feeling because I
pass the same thing. I feel good reading it but I feel
uncomfortable and scared for the character in the story
and what she is doing.

Accurate
Recall From
Text,
Inaccurate
Recall From
Text
Accurate
Recall From
Text

Participants were finally asked if they would read more from this book
independently, outside of the classroom. Based on their positive reaction to the personal
connection to the text, their category responses were all decidedly yes. Table 14 below
shows the results.
Table 14

Responses to the Question: Would you choose to read this book
independently outside of school?
Participant Name
Nickayla

Participant’s Response
Yes

Categories
Yes

Leta

Yes

Yes

Amarilis

Yes

Yes
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Feedback from the Modified Text
For the second reading, participants were asked to read a modified version of the
same text. Pencils and highlighters were presented, and participants were told they could
be used to mark the text if they chose to aid in comprehension. The modified version of
the published text differed from the original text in the following ways:
•

Written in diary format

•

Sentences rewritten to retain meaning and content, but constructed using a simpler
vocabulary and sentence structure

•

Written using an informal “handwriting” style word processing font

•

Larger font size

•

Included illustrations

•

Potentially unfamiliar vocabulary highlighted in bold with simple definitions in
the margins
The modified text was copied down to the page dimensions of the original text.

The modified version of the text can be viewed in Appendix B.
After all of the participants completed a silent reading of the text, which was not
marked with either pencil or highlighter, questions were asked to facilitate discussion
about their thoughts and opinions about the text. In response to the question, “How was
this reading different from the first reading?”, participant responses were unanimously in
support of the differences of the modified text as viewed in table 15.
Table 15

How was this reading different from the first reading?
Participant

Participant’s Response

Categories
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Name
Nickayla

Leta

Amarilis

I like this one (modified version) more than the others
because it was more understandable. Like it was like
it’s with the words that we use now. Because we use
this words, but they are like more strong. And this one
are like more understandable like we can understand
more. It’s specific you know? And the pictures help
more and because the paragraphs are smaller, we want
to continue reading. But when we see like one page
with a huge paragraph we don’t want to read. But
when it’s smaller we want to keep going, to continue
even though there is like 300 pages but we just want to
keep going.
It’s like interesting because it’s like the words, the
definitions, I like because when I am reading I like to
have the words on the page because the pictures is
good. Like you see here? When I don’t have
definition, I don’t understand the words, but when I
have definition, I understand. The look of the faces is
very funny. I like that. And the other part (original
text), like she say, is boring. Because it has pictures, is
bigger, is more pages, but is smaller paragraphs. And
the other book it’s bigger paragraphs and more boring.
I like that one (modified text) more.
There is a big difference because the first one was so
boring. But then when I saw this, it looked like
another reading. But it’s the same. And the letters it
makes me want to continue reading and the pictures
and I want to see others and I can make an image of
this book. Do you understand? I can imagine what
happened. When I saw pictures and words.

Easy to
Understand,
Helpful
Illustrations,
Less Dense,
Not
Intimidating

Enjoyable To
Read, Helpful
Illustrations,
Vocabulary
Side Marks,
Larger Print,
Less Dense,
Not
Intimidating

Larger Print,
Informal Font,
Enjoyable To
Read, Helpful
Illustrations

To gather a more specific understanding of what the participants understood more
from the modified version, the question, “What did you understand differently?” was
asked. Participant responses show a higher level of cognition of the narrator’s situation
from the modified version of the text. This finding is significant because it supports the
researcher’s hypothesis that a piece of literature that is connected personally and
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culturally to the reader’s life, and is modified to the reader’s comprehensibility, will
engage and motivate them to read.
Table 16

Responses to the Question: What did you understand differently?
Participant
Name
Nickayla

Leta

Amarilis

Participant’s Response

Categories

At the last paragraph it talks about that she don’t want
to change her culture, but in the first text I don’t
understand, I don’t even … God I don’t know what
she was talking about. But here, now I understand that
she have to change her style, how she dresses, how
she do her hair? And she don’t want to change her
culture. But now she have to because she is here.
Because in my country I didn’t like the boots, but now
in this country, I like them.
I understand more in this part than the other. Because
here she is like my friends say that she no want to
change your like hair, culture, your dress, like you
know? She’s like she don’t want to be like the others.
And the girls changed her dress, because I changed
my dress when I came here because you see the
different people the different cultures different girls,
for me.

Narrators
Situation,
Narrators
Thoughts

I want to say something similar that she was trying to
be in this as a group but she didn’t, she was so
confused and she didn’t know what kind of girl she
has to be. But she was trying to change herself to be in
a group. It changed my mind completely about the
story. I have another think … I think differently about
what happened.

Group
Dynamics,
Narrators
Situation,
Narrators
Thoughts,
Vocabulary

Group
Dynamics,
Narrators
Situation,
Narrators
Thoughts

Given that the participants stated that they would read the original text
independently outside of school previously in the session, participants were asked
whether they would rather read the published or modified version of the text. As shown
in table 12, category responses were unanimously in favor of reading the modified
version.
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Table 17

Responses to Question: Would you choose to independently read
the modified version or the original version of this text?
Participant Name
Nickayla

Participant’s Response
Modified version.

Categories
Modified Version

Leta
Amarilis

Modified version.
Modified version.

Modified Version
Modified Version

Summary
As previously mentioned in chapter two, motivation to read independently in
English for language learners is dependent upon their personal and cultural connection to
the reading material, as well as their ability to comprehend the language. The participants
in this study shared that they value family, the wellbeing of the people of their first
culture, and reading in English. They identify with personal and cultural connections in
texts written that include experiences similar to their own, and language appropriate
modifications to texts they can connect to when reading in English. The overarching
theme that emerged from the data is that the participants want to read texts in English that
they can relate to and comprehend at their level. They feel it is important that they read
texts in English because they are appreciative of the opportunities America has to offer,
and they will need to develop reading skills in English to be successful. Reading texts
that have shared personal and cultural experiences to their own helps them stay motivated
to read and keeps them connected to the text even when the reading is difficult. However,
reading would be more enjoyable to them if texts not only connected to them and their
lives, but also used pictures, vocabulary boxes, and sentence and paragraph structures
that were similar to their language acquisition level.
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In the next chapter I will interpret the data, and discuss the responses as they
relate to the literature that was reviewed. I will discuss the implications for publishing
more literature that meets the cultural, personal, and comprehension level of ELL
students. Finally, I will discuss the limitations to this study and make recommendations
for further study.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I interpret the data and discuss the participants’ responses in an
urban community as they relate to the literature that was reviewed. I discuss the
implications for more personally and culturally relevant literature to be published for
adolescent intermediate urban ELLs. Finally, I discuss the implications for this study and
make recommendations for further study.
Data Interpretation
I have analyzed the data and will discuss the basic overarching theme that
emerged: adolescent intermediate Hispanic ELLs are motivated by mastery orientation to
read in English, and are more engaged by reading fictional texts that are not only
personally and culturally relevant to their lives, but are also comprehensible to them.
Although they are motivated to read culturally and personally relevant literature in
English, if it is not melded to an intermediate ELL reading level with larger print,
vocabulary side notes, appropriately leveled sentence structures, and pictures that add to
the comprehension of the story, they are likely to miss information, have an overall less
enjoyable reading of the text, and not want to continue reading independently.
Low Socio Economic Status
In chapter three I asked the key question, (a) What are the participant's values?
The participants in this study stated that if they won the lottery they would take care of
their families, and the poor and needy people in their first countries before they would
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spend the money on themselves. They value their families and helping others in need
over their own personal needs. They either stated that their families were poor or that
their families struggled financially in some way. This suggests that the participants in this
study belong to the 30.3% of Hispanic children living in poverty who attend urban public
schools (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011). Presumably because of this, they are “at risk” of
acquiring low academic and literacy skills. Thus, the participants in this study would
particularly benefit from reading literature that is comprehensible and personally
connected to their lives and experiences, and written in a way that is comprehensible to
them.
Reading Engagement and Motivation
In chapter three I wanted to know, (b) What are their attitudes about reading in
English and Spanish? The participants in this study showed they are mastery orientated
in their motivation to read texts in English. They believe that because they are in an
English speaking country that reading in English will be more beneficial to them
academically which they believe will provide more opportunities for them even though
they would likely comprehend more and derive more pleasure in reading in Spanish.
I also wanted to know, (c) What types of texts engage them? The participants were
engaged and motivated in reading the published and modified versions of the literature
that was given to them because it was personally and culturally relevant to their lives.
This supports what Columbo (2011) says about providing authentic reading materials for
ELLs that are connected to their lives to keep them engaged with the learning process
instead of using texts that focus on isolated skills and reading fundamentals.
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In answering the question, (d) What suggestions do they have? the participants
stated that they would like to see more illustrations that aided their comprehension of the
text. The font, size, sentence structure, and vocabulary sidebars made the reading more
engaging for them. Motivation and comprehension were increased when the published
text was modified to reach the needs of the participants. This is supported by Moje’s
(2006) claim that structure, vocabulary, print size, font, discourse, and genre impact
motivation to read for adolescents in the face of reading challenges (2006).
The participants were engaged in the modified version of the original text, not
only because it was culturally and personally connected to their lives, but also because
they had the skills to decode and make meaning of the words as supported by Meltzer and
Hamann (2005). Even though the participants said that they were engaged in reading the
original version of the text independently, they stated that after reading the modified
version, which included a more intermediate sentence structure, vocabulary sidebars,
larger print, amended font, and illustrations, that the original version was “boring”.
The participant’s self-efficacy would also potentially increase as a result of
reading more literature like the modified version of the text. The participants
enthusiastically stated that they wanted to read the modified version of the text because
they comprehended it much better, and therefore, derived more enjoyment from it. The
more confident a reader is in their ability to comprehend what they read, the more
motivated they will be to read. The participants’ motivation, engagement, and selfefficacy were increased by reading the modified version of the original text, which
corresponds with statements made by Meltzer and Hamann (2005).
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Although the participants stated that they were engaged by reading the published
text that was personally and culturally related to their lives, and that they would read it
independently, they had a more positive attitude when reading the modified version of the
text. Implementing suggestions by Short (as cited in Sedivy, L., 2002) by highlighting
text, controlling vocabulary, and simplifying grammar made the reading more
comprehensible, and therefore more enjoyable, for students. This also couples with Chou
and Krashen’s statement that reading interest is connected to ELLs who have interesting
as well as easy to read books (2001). The participants stand to be engaged in outside
reading more, be more attracted to outside reading, show more vocabulary gains, have
more interest in reading and reading achievement, and develop higher-level cognitive
skills by stating that they would read the modified version of the published text
independently, which also coincides with statements made by Chow and Chou (2000).
Implications
This study has focused on reading motivation and engagement for adolescent
intermediate ELLs in New York City. It is easy for minorities, particularly ELLs, living
in poverty and attending low-achieving public schools to loose interest in reading and
academics. New York City educators do their best to meet the needs of these students,
but often, through lack of experience, resources, and facilities, they are not able to reach
every student. Because of this, providing adolescent intermediate ELLs with accessible
reading material that is culturally and personally relevant to them is especially important.
If through Sustained Silent Reading programs, teachers provided these books for students
to choose from and gave them time in school to become engaged in reading them, the
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likelihood that they would continue to read them outside of school independently is much
greater. As a result, students would have more self-efficacy and motivation to be engaged
in academics and reading, therefore increasing their opportunities in life.
Unfortunately, there are not enough books in my experience that are not only
written to appeal to the cultural and personal sensibilities of an adolescent intermediate
ELL, but are also comprehensible to them. Based on my experience, there are quite a few
books written that would appeal to an adolescent intermediate ELL’s cultural and
personal interests, but many of them are memoirs written by immigrants who have gained
citizenship, lived the experience, and are now writing about it in a language that is
beyond the level of comprehensibility that an intermediate ELL student would enjoy
fully. On the other side of the spectrum, there are several books that are written in a style
that would be comprehensible to an intermediate ELL student, but are not sophisticated
enough or meet the cultural and personal challenges that adolescents and adolescent
ELLs commonly face to be engaging enough for them, especially in poverty stricken
areas of New York City.
As I have gathered pervious research on reading and reading engagement of
adolescents and ELLs, and collected, organized, discussed, analyzed, and interpreted the
data in this study, I have solidified my earlier conviction that New York City adolescent
intermediate ELLs would be motivated and engaged to read literature that was not only
culturally and personally related to their lives, but was written in a way that they could
comprehend. I was surprised that living in an urban environment, such as New York City,
did not have the same effect on ELLs with less than two years removed from their first
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country than I thought it would. I thought that they would be more in common with
naturally born adolescents in that they would be more invested in themselves and their
current social relationships than their families and their first countries. This makes me
believe that it is not so important that literature be written and available to appeal to the
urban nature of a newly arrived intermediate ELL, but that it appeals to the experience of
the separation of family, and the experience of being transported to a foreign land and a
foreign culture.
After conducting this study, I have thought about various ways to create literature
that appeals to adolescent intermediate ELLs that would culturally and personally relate
to them. The first idea that I had would be to contact the authors and or publishing
companies of literature that has already been written that is culturally relevant and
connected to student’s lives and negotiate and contract to rewrite the original text using
the text modifications used for the purposes of this study. I think of how this has been
done by Waldman Publishing Coorporation with its Great Children’s Illustrated Classics
collection. Classic literature such as: Moby Dick, David Copperfield, Little Women, and
others, have been rewritten and illustrated to make the literature accessible to younger
children. Modified versions of novels about immigrants growing up in New York City by
Esmeralda Santiago, Piri Thomas, or Ernesto Quinonez could be rewritten for adolescent
ELLs reading at an intermediate reading level.
Another process of creating a novel that would be culturally and personally
relevant to the experiences of a recently arrived ELL in text they could comprehend
would be writing my own novel based on the experiences of ELLs and their families
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through interviews. Without the lived experiences of assimilation to this country from
another country, I could not write a novel accurately enough to appeal to the actual
experiences that ELLs have had themselves. I have learned through my research that the
experiences that engage recently arrived ELLs are centered around their experiences of
assimilating to another culture and taking care of their families, while staying connected
to their first country, rather than trying to live the lifestyle of a native born urban
adolescent. Because of this difference, without conducting interviews from people who
have lived this experience, writing a novel such as this would not be possible.
Upon reflection of the possible ways to use the information gathered in this study,
it is my conclusion that I would enjoy writing an original text using the modification
strategies used in this study. I will gather the content for my book through reading
published memoirs of Hispanics assimilating into New York City, as well as conducting
one to one interviews with Hispanics that are currently experiencing, or have
experienced, the process of acculturating into the United States from all age levels. I will
gather participants by meeting people and families through volunteering at free, nonprofit, English language learning organizations throughout the city. I believe that through
conducting these interviews and getting to know the participants and their families, a
story that uses the experiences I have recorded will allow me to create an original
character and fictional story that would be personally and culturally relevant for
adolescent or adult intermediate Hispanic ELLs.
Until more books are written that are culturally and personally relevant and are
comprehensible for intermediate ELL students, teachers and schools need to be on the
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lookout for books that at least meet the cultural and personal experiences of students. The
results of this study showed that even though the complexity of the original text left gaps
in the participant’s understanding, they were engaged enough by the context to want to
read more of it independently. It is also important for teachers to create time within the
classroom for students to self-select books such as these and give them time to read them
independently. Creating an environment such as this and providing books that are
culturally and personally relevant would motivate students to read independently and
build their reading skills.
Study Limitations
This study is based on 3 or 4 recently arrived adolescent intermediate Hispanic
female ELLs. The results of this study are not generalizable, and the comments of the
participants do not encompass what other adolescent intermediate Hispanic ELLs living
in New York City would say.
Recommendations for Further Study
Not much research such as this has been done in a rural setting or for groups
whose ethnicity is not Hispanic. It would be interesting to see if participants from others
cultures and settings would react similarly to the focus group questions and original and
modified versions of text. What books or literature motivates or engages rural
intermediate ELLs to read? What books would interest and motivate ELLs of other
cultures to read independently in English? What books are out there for adolescent ELLs
living in a rural setting?
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The data in this study revealed that the participants did little or no reading of
books outside of the classroom. If more books are written that meet the qualities that this
research suggests, would they read them independently outside of school? Most of the
reading of English the participants did outside of school was done on the computer or
through subtitles in movies. Would a novel written using the qualities suggested in this
study motivate and engage the participants to read independently if it were done through
multimedia or an internet/social networking site?
Finally, it would be interesting to hear whether the participants would be equally
motivated to read books written for middle school native speakers that include the same
text features used in the modified version of text in this study, but lacked the cultural and
personal relevance. Would the more comprehensible text features without the cultural
context engage ELLs enough to read independently? How would these texts compare to
the culturally relevant literature that is currently written?
Summary
This capstone project has been very important to me because I have seen ELL
students lose interest in academics and reading in the New York Public School system. I
have also seen adolescents in low SES New York City neighborhood schools who are not
concerned with academics become motivated and engaged to read books that are related
to their lives. Since this realization I have wanted to write a book for adolescent ELLs
who live in these New York City neighborhoods that they could comprehend and was
related to their lives. After investigating the literature, presenting the information,
collecting and analyzing data I have a greater understanding of what type of text and
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context would motivate an adolescent intermediate ELL to read independently. I look
forward to doing my part to write a book that may possibly motivate and engage them to
read independently.
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APPENDIX A

Excerpt from When I Was Puerto Rican by Esmeralda
Santiago
The school was huge and noisy. There was a social order
that, at ftrst, I didn't understand but kept bumping into. Girls
and boys who wore matching cardigans walked down the halls
hand in hand, sometimes stopping behind lockers to kiss and
fondle each other. They were Americanos and belonged in the
homerooms in the low numbers.
Another group of girls wore heavy makup, hitched their
skirts above their knees, opened one extra button on their
blouses, and teased their hair into enormous bouffants held
solid with hair spray. In the morning, they took over the girls'
bathroom, where they dragged on cigarettes as they did their
hair until the air was unbreathable, thick with smoke and hair
spray. The one time I entered the bathroom before classes they
chased me out with insults and rough shoves.
Those bold girls with hair and makeup and short skirts, I
soon found out, were Italian. The Italians all sat together on
one side of the cafeteria, the blacks on the other. The two
groups hated each other more than they hated Puerto Ricans.
At least once a week there was a fight between an Italian and a
moreno, either in the bathroom, in the school yard, or in an
abandoned lot near the school, a no man's land that divided
their neighborhoods and kept them apart on the weekends.
The black girls had their own style. Not for them the big,
pouffy hair of the Italians. Their hair was straightened, curled
at the tips like Ms. Brown's, or pulled up into a twist at the
back with wispy curls and straw straight bangs over Cleopatra
eyes. Their skirts were also short, except it didn't look like they
hitched them up when their mother's weren't looking. They
came that way. They had strong shapely legs and wore knee
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socks with heavy lace-up shoes that became lethal weapons in
fights.
It was rumored that the Italians carried knives, even the
girls, and that the morenos had brass knuckles in their pockets
and steel toes in their heavy shoes. I stayed away from both
groups, afraid that if I befriended an Italian, I'd get beat up by a
morena, or vice versa.
There were two kinds of Puerto Ricans in school: the newly
arrived, like myself, and the ones born in Brooklyn of Puerto
Rican parents. The two types didn't mix. The Brooklyn Puerto
Ricans spoke English, and often no Spanish at all. To them,
Puerto Rico was the place where their grandparents lived, a
place they visited on school and summer vacations, a place
which they complained was backwards and mosquito-ridden.
Those of us for whom Puerto Rico was still a recent memory
were also split into two groups: the ones who longed for the
island and the ones who wanted to forget it as soon as possible.
I felt disloyal for wanting to learn English, for liking pizza,
for studying the girls with big hair and trying out their styles at
home, locked in the bathroom where no one could watch. I
practiced walking with the peculiar little hop of the moranas,
but felt as if I were limping.
I didn't feel comfortable with the newly arrived Puerto
Ricans who stuck together in suspicious little groups,
criticizing everyone, afraid of everything. And I was not
accepted by the Brooklyn Puerto Ricans, who held the secret of
coolness. They walked the halls between the Italians and
morenos, neither one nor the other, but looking and acting like
a combination of both, depending on the texture of their hair,
the shade of their skin, their makeup, and the way they walked
down the hall.
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APPENDIXB

NCN'efl'1ber r~P',

huge

= very large

cardigans= button up
sweaters

2012

My new htjh .SC-hool i.s
ht.i!Jt!. and noisy. I aM
.startin:3 to understand the
dil'l'ered :rau?.s ol'
.students in the .sc..hool. the
,-t,.,er,~ are the :irl.s and
bc:y.s who wear matc.hin:J
c..art:li!JM.S and t.<AJ(' down
the halls bane/ in ha.nt:l.
SometimeS they .Sto? be.hind
loel:er.S to ('i.s.s and .f'ont:lle.
each other.
ltnother 3rau? ol' 3iri.S
l-t.)e.ar lot.s ol' maKet.t?· /hey
?ull,. the.ir .s('irt.s abc:N'e. their
('nee.s when the.ir mothe.r.S
are not around. they o?e.n an
extra. button on the.ir

i..

hand in hand= holding
hands

fondle = hold softly
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blouses= womens' shirts

insulted= used unkind
words

\>

&/otL.Se$. 1/nd they poo.f'
out their ha./r w,'th hair
S,.Pro/. In the ptorn,'"':J they
tafe oVer the :iris'
bathroopt. r~tey Spto~e
C.Jjarettes and do their ha/r
unt,'/ ;t ,'s t.lnbrea.tha.ble

poof out = make bigger

unbreathable = not able

Wl'th Spto~e and hair S,.Pro/·
-rhey ,.PUShed pte out and
/n.sulted pte the only t,'pte
I a.sed ;t. ~)

G ------

----~.

GET OUT

P~ ~&Y.$!!

to
breathe
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Italians

=people from
Italy

abandoned lot=
open, unused space
between buildings

/hoSe .f'earle.S.S :Jirls fearless= without fear
are the Itali an.s. /he
Italians all sit to:3ether on
one side of' the (!.a.f'eteria, cafeteria= lunchroom
and the bl~s sit on the
other. /he te.uo :y-ou?S hate
each other more thtV? they
hate Puerto 10c:..ans. -rhere
is 4 .f::Jht ktween an I:talitV? ·
and 4 moreno every weeK. ... .· . ·.:..
rhey .f::Jht in. the bathro9;,.;:...··/ :" ::
,. ;"
0o/' l::3ht ;~ the :Schaal · ·: .' .
..
yard. dnd they .f::3ht· in the ·
a&andoned lot near the
school. /he lot .Separates
separates= keeps apart
•
their .neJjhborhoods, and
Kee?S them .f'rom .f::3htin:J on
the weeKendS.
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!he blad' :iriS hcare
style = fashion
theJ'r own .sty!e. rhey do
not e.vear bij ;:;oof"'y hair.
rheJ'r hair is .stra,jhtened straightened = made
straight
a.nd curled at the ~- I t
tips= ends
can also be ;:;~died a;:; in the
bacJ: with curls a.nd stra,':Jht
bangs = hair cut above bM!J.S cut Jast abc:N'e their
the eyes
eyes. /Jrey e.vear short
SKirts too. Bat it does 'JOt
looK liKe they ;:;all theP? a;:;
when their ,.,others are not
looKi"j. rhey Co"'1e that
Wo/· /hey he?Ye stro"j a.nd
shapely= curves on a . .Sha,Pely lejS. /hey e.vear
woman
/:nee .Soc./:.s ,_._)ith hea-y
knee socks=
socks that come up to
I ac.e UP
lace up shoes =
the knee
• .Shoe$. lhese
shoes that have laces
beco"'1e I etha/ t.Veo/'OnS
lethal = deadly
when they .f:jht.
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steel= heavy metal

Peo_Pie so/ that the
I:ta//an beys 4N.l> :;iris c.arry
Kn/ves. /hey also So/ that
the /110reno.S haYe &t-o..S.S
Knucfle..s /n the~'r ,Poei:et.s
and .Ste.e./ in the toes of'

brass knuckles =
weapons worn on the
fist used for fighting

the~'r

shoes. I sto/ atUo/
l'ro/11 both :3roU,PS. I QP1
al'raid that I WI'!/ :3et kat
up i..f' I beco/11e .f'r,'~s Wl'th
an Ita//an by a /11oreno, and
vh::.e V'et-.Sa..

1ew1y arrived=
1ewto the United States

/here are te.vo K/ncls of'
Puerto ~c.ans /n the
sc.hool. /here are the
newly a.t-t-ived Puerto
L?'
J•L
A __
th
'\ ,c..an.5 lll{e /11e. N.na1
e.n
there are the oneS born /n
BrooKlyn whoSe parents
were born /n Puerto ~c.o.

vice versa=
flip the words around
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-rhe. tb..)CJ typeS are not
.f'rie.ndS. 7he. Broo~lyn
Puerto lf;c.ans spe.aK· En:Jiish.
7he.y almoSt neJ/er S,PeaK
5,Panish. "10 the.M, Pue.do
lf;c.o is a ,Piac.e. that their

mosquitoes =
insects that bite

:rand,Pare.nts lived. :II is a
,Place they visit on vacationS.
It is a ,Place with too man;
Mo-Sfuitoe.$. It is a ,Place
that is 6ac_fward.s. 7he.
ne.A.Jiy arrived Puerto .ffic.anS
are S,Piit up /nto tb..)CJ
:yaupS too. 7he.re. are Some
who miss the island, and
there are Some. who want to
.f'or3e.t ,'t f(SifP.
I .f'e.el ;;~e. I

culture= a countries
beliefs

ASAP=
8s §.oon 8s fossible

aM

jOi"j

a:Jaln.st ~country and .t'1lj
e,u/ture. be.c.ause. I want to
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learn &:JI,'sh. 8e.cAPse I /,'Ke
;;;:zza.. 8eca.ase I study the
:iris L.t..)l'th the /J;!J hair.
8e.cAPse I tty to MaKe ~
ha.,'r /,'Ke the 3;rls L.t..)l'th the

bt':J hair

0; ~sell' at

hoMe
,'n the bathrooM where no
one can watC-h. 8e.cAPse I
_Practlc.e wa/K;"!J h'Ke the
MOt-enoS but looK /,'Ke I am
limping

= walking with

/i M,Pi nq.

a hurtieg

I do not -/'eel /,'Ke I

belo"!J L.t..)l'th the newly arr,'ved
Puerto Jf(;ca.ns e.t'ther. -rhe.y
sto/
criticize = to talk about
what someone did in a
mean way

accepted

= to be part of

,'n

.SU.$,th'c.iou.S /,'tile

3rou;;s. "/hey c.ritic,'ze
everyone. rhe.y are a.l'raid ol'
eve.Jyth;"!J. 4nd I was not
a.c.<;epted the BrooKlyn
Puerto Jf(;ca.ns. "/hey are

either -too
suspicious = not
trusting

63

combin>n= mixture

c..oo/. /hey walK;, the
hallwa;s w:th a
C.oMb,'nat/ on t::::rF the
I:ta/,'an,s and the morenoS.
rhey CAn do th,'s ~Se
t::::rF how they do the,'r hair.
Y/ow they walK down the
ha/lwa;. Y/ow they do the;r
maKeU,P. 4nd how darK the;r
SK,'n :s. Where do I .f:t
,'n???
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